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What's in the video game system? List price: .14.95/month Company: GameTap URL: www.gametap.com/What's Nice: Tons of games at the price of one budget title per month (below) What's a prank: What's a regular monthly fee deal: Do you get gamers who have everything? GameTap is a game-on-demand subscription service from
Turner broadcasts full of games. After a free two-week trial, you'll need to shell out a monthly fee of USD 14.95 to continue accessing the service, but once you're logged in, you can install the client on as many computers as you need. What do you get for 15 dollars a month? GameTap now has access to more than 300 games across
quite a few platforms. There are a small handful of old arcade classics, games from Intellivision and Atari 2600 home systems, tons of Sega games from master systems, Genesis, Sega CDs, and even Dreamcast titles (but that's not the best platform had to offer). All of these run under near spotless emulation, with graphics and audio that
mimic the original hardware to an amazing extent. There are also a host of new games for Windows, including the first two Sprinter Cell Titles, Beyond Good &amp; Evil, Might &amp; Magic IV Heroes, Stronghold Deluxe, Tropico (Mcho Macho Edition), Railway Tycoon 3, and more. The biggest supporters of these modern games are
UbiSoft and Take-Two Interactive, and the latest Just Hit Store Shelf games can't be found, but there are a lot of recent hits. In a budget game on the shelf at 20 dollars, is it worth accessing this sea of content by subscription? They currently have the right to add more than 1,000 titles, so it is reasonable to expect the library to grow
significantly over the next year. If you're lucky, it's a great success and more publishers will be willing to accept the game. &gt;&gt;More Entertainment Gift Oculus Quest is a completely standalone VR headset. It opens the world when it comes to games where you can track your movements in six directions with the room you're in. Oculus
Quest has an impressive library of launch titles, but these are the first five that you absolutely need to try. Beat Saber is an incredibly popular and addictive game in VR. Shake two lightsabers to slash the floating blocks into the rhythm of the song while thyring the beat. Thanks to Oculus Quest's support of two touch controllers and six
degrees of freedom, you can reseal and duck and swing with blocks to beat your high score. Technically at Oculus, this is a VR story over the game, but in it you can shake the lightsaber by watching Darth Vader in VR. In the story, you are a smuggler winding up on Darth Vader's home planet. You will hone your lightsaber skills and
discover the secrets about Vader along itWith Oculus in Super Hot VR Enemies the It features a unique slow motion combat system that allows you to slash and use various weapons to shoot enemies. The game makes use of 360 degree tracking to surround you with enemies and you take advantage of quest features by swinging double
weapons. With Oculus Murder Robot loose, Robo Recall: Unplugged allows you to shoot them with various weapons. This is a bullet storm game boosted significantly by the ability to track the 360-degree movement of Oculus Quests. This multiplayer shooter game in Oculus will set you up against other players online or AI to use 6
shooter games to defeat your enemies. Set in the Western world, it's a sequel to the popular Dead and Re burial released on Oculus Rift and Oculus Go. Oculus The Oculus Quest offers a unique opportunity to use popular VR titles without being connected to a PC. The game, which requires movement both around the room and in the
hands, feels liberated by the lack of wires in Oculus Quest. Oculus Quest has a wide range of games and apps, and the list is set to grow rapidly as developers get in. The games in this list highlight Oculus Quest's tracking capabilities and the ability to take advantage of the support of the two controllers. Beat Saber is a top-rated game
that has been a hit at parties. It has various skill levels, so it's an excellent game for beginners and professionals. Oculus Quest's built-in speakers fire music directly into your ear, which means that the tracking system can swing on the block without the risk of taking away the wire. SUPERHOT VR's slow motion gameplay and unique look
and feel create a combat experience not available in other games. It is also an excellent game to test the features of Oculus Quest and take advantage of the fact that you don't have to wear wires. SUPERHOT VR needs to make a complex sequence of movements and Oculus Quest feels like it was built for such a title. We may use our
link to obtain a purchase fee. For more information. This is Monday, which means it's time for another round-up of all video game leaks and rumors that have hit the web in the past week. So keep reading with your own favor, whether you're interested in Nintendo/Disney partnerships possible, new variations of Xbox One, or more. Not all
of these items pan out, but many of them have good permissions. For more information, please click here. Source: Is Nintendo 1.A small new 3DS coming to the United States? After all, it's available in Australia and Japan, so why not America?Reggie Phils-Aim hinted that a small handheld might eventually come here. When asked about
it, Fils-Aime said: When we analyzed the results of Japan and saw that the lion share of the volume was in the XL model, it does not have 2DS in the Japanese market. And as we thought, What is the best lineup for us? I'm not going to make a promise, but I suggest to the reader that they might look forward to and perhaps a special SKU.
Since the SKU is a specific model of hardware, it is likely to be the new Nintendo 3DS of standard size if a new SKU of 3DS is likely to appear in the United States. Its main draw is that it has swappable faceplates separately from the more portable form factor, so owners can customize the look of the 3DS. Source: What is the Microsoft
2.Xbox One Elite Console? The company said it will be available on the product page for a pre-order of USD 499 and will almost certainly be released on Thursday, December 31, which is a placeholder date. The closest it has been announced by Microsoft is the Elite Controller, which is priced at 150 dollars and includes a number of
replaceable parts that can be customized to the needs of serious gamers. Since the Elite Controller will be launched in October, Microsoft is likely to be planning a bundle to include it. In that case, Microsoft may announce the product at the Gamescom conference in August. Source: Square Enix 3.Does Dragon Quest VII come to 3DS in
the United States? One game that has not been given a new lease of life is Dragon Quest VII which has such a large script that it takes a lot of work, time and money to localize it in English. But the length of the script doesn't stop a group of fans from working on it. A fan translation was produced, but when Square Enix received the wind
of the project, the company reportedly sent a firm letter to cancel. So we just received a stop and resolute order from Square-Enix: from a Reddit post by a member of the fan translation team. So we packed the store and hope that this will see a release from them in the next few months. If this is true, consider buying a game to support
Western Dragon Quest here. That's the only way we see a lot of these games from Square Enix. Thank you to everyone who gave me a hand in editing. This is certainly unstable and circumstably evidence, but Square Enix may be interested in re-releasing the game. In other words, Square Enix lawyers don't want fans to play with their
IP. Source: Nintendo 4.The F-Zero game, which was almost a Euro gamer, reported that Nintendo was close to the reference game about before the launch of the Wii UA new F-Zero game for the console. The F-Zero franchise is a series of Nintendo futuristic racing games dating back to the Super NES. It's not as strong as other
Nintendo series like Mario and Zelda, but F-Zero is loved by many. Unfortunately, for fans, standards were too busy to create the need for speed: most people were able to devote resources to Nintendo's race franchise. Since then, we haven't heard any mention of the game, so it looks like the project has never come off the ground with
other developers. It's too bad because the Wii can use all the games it can get. Mark Ashman/Disney by Getty Images 5.Are Nintendo and Disney working on a deal? According to GoNintendo, Disney and the big N may be working on a deal that could attract characters from both companies in the form of toys, movies and video games.
The details are sparse, and the only evidence given is that the rumors come from an unsumered source that proved to be correct once in the past. Here are all the details from GoNintendo: amiibo is not included in Disney Infinity 3.0 because the two companies have not yet set up a contract that they wanted to have Mario figures in
Disney Infinity. But Nintendo hasn't starred in a Disney movie yet, Wreck It Ralph 2 Disney wants a game where Mario and Mickey meet Nintendo, but even if the shadow source turns out to be correct, the deal could easily fall before crossover media appears, so take this one with big salt and set your pace for it. Follow Chris on Twitter
@CheatSheetChris Check out the Tech Cheat Sheet on Facebook!
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